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introduction

Front view

The VDM28 Sensor with
Pulse Ranging Technology
Featuring true “time of flight” measurement in a small, industry-standard housing, the VDM28 with 
Pulse Ranging Technology (PRT) provides the most precise method for measuring distance.  Short, 
high-energy light pulses deliver a high degree of accuracy over long distances and provide excellent 
immunity from ambient light. The small, visible red light spot from the eye-safe Class 1 or Class 2 
laser enables easy alignment and detection of targets regardless of environmental conditions, such 
as color or surface quality. And with advanced discrete programming options and available analog 
output, the VDM28 easily adapts to a variety of detection and measuring applications.

simple programming 
and setup 
TEACH-IN button

Potentiometer for output

Bright Front and  
rear status leds
Power status (green LED)

 Signal indicator when object is detected 
(two yellow LEDs front and back)

small, visiBle red light spot
Highly visible, easy alignment

Measuring ranges up to 15 m for diffuse and 
50 m for retroreflective
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eye saFe 
class 1 and 
class 2 laser

universal 

mounting holes
 Installation/housing 
compatibility with 
standard sensors

connections
 Integral M12, 4-pin 
connector

300 mm pigtail with 
M12, 4-pin connector

highlights
 ▪ Highly accurate Pulse Ranging Technology

 ▪ Cross-talk protection

 ▪  High ambient light resistance

 ▪ Suitable for cold environments down to -22 °F

 ▪ Dual discrete outputs

 ▪  Available analog output

 ▪ IO-Link interface

Rack positioning for storage and retrieval systems

Rear view
Collision avoidance detection

Positioning of overhead cranes
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technology

Pulse Ranging Technology (PRT)

Time the pulse was sent

Time the pulse 
was recieved

Sensor

Laser

Target

Lens

Distance

S=
2

C • t LThe exact distance (s) from the object is calculated using the measured values (tL) 
and the speed of light (c).

The VDM28 with PRT provides accurate measurement results regardless of target color.
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what is prt
 ▪ An advanced method for accurately 

measuring distance

 ▪ The most accurate industry-grade distance 
measuring process

 ▪ True time-of-flight technology

principle
 ▪ Short pulses of light are emitted from the 

sensor, reflected off the target, and received 
back to the sensor

 ▪ The power of a single pulse is up to one 
thousand times more intense than in sensors 
with continuous beams

 ▪ Using the speed of light as a constant, the 
sensor calculates the duration between the 
time a pulse is sent and the time it is received 
to determine the object’s distance

 ▪ Process is repeated up to 250,000 times per 
second

advantages
 ▪ Delivers a high degree of accuracy over large 

distances

 ▪ Precise and repeatable results regardless of 
target surface or color

 ▪ Excellent resistance to ambient light

 ▪ Reliable suppression of environmental 
influences such as dust, smoke, or fog 

 ▪ Immune to cross-talk

 ▪ Good fit for applications where standard 
background suppression sensors reach their 
maximum range or where a long-range sensor 
with a small light spot is required

Stack height monitoring

Coil and roll thickness measuring

Fill level measurement and monitoring
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modes of detection

VDM28 Modes of Detection

5,438 m

distance measurement

Supplies continuous measurement of a target’s 
position within a user-defined range. Provides an 
analog output proportional to distance which can be 
used to determine the exact location or dimensions of 
the target.

Background suppression

Targets in the foreground are detected while objects 
beyond a user-defined cut-off point are suppressed.  
Accurately ignores background machine surfaces, 
shiny conveyor sidewalls, and even people or vehicles 
beyond the cut-off point.

Foreground suppression

Objects within a user-defined dead-band area in 
the foreground are suppressed while targets in the 
background are detected. Consistently ignores moving 
or rotating machine parts or even people that pass in 
front of the sensor and target.

window detection

Objects in the background and foreground are 
suppressed while only targets within a user-defined 
sensing window are detected. Reliably monitors 
web tension and web stock diameter over a specific 
sensing range while ignoring foreground and 
background processes.

window suppression

Targets in the foreground and background are 
detected while objects within a user-defined sensing 
window are suppressed. Effectively detects targets 
with irregular or uneven surfaces and eliminates the 
unusable deadband of the sensor.

Output

Active Inactive
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accessories

Simplify your installation with Pepperl+Fuchs’ 
accessories. From simple mounting solutions 
to cordsets and reflectors, our broad range of 
accessories will complement and extend the 
capability of your VDM28 series photoelectric 
sensor. 

io-link

IO-Link is a simple, flexible, and a secure open 
communication technology designed for devices 
like sensors and actuators.  It is a point-to-point 
connection method in which each sensor or 
actuator is connected to an IO-Link master port.  
The IO-Link master, in turn, can act as a gateway 
to a fieldbus such as EtherNet/IP. IO-Link enabled 
sensors offer a unique advantage over older 
protocols because IO-Link sensors can be used 
with IO-Link or as a standard I/O device. 

Pepperl+Fuchs offers a wide range of accessories for the VDM28 series

Optional IO-Link interface software

IO-Link topology
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process interFaces industrial sensors
 Intrinsic safety barriers
 Signal conditioners 
 Fieldbus infrastructure
 Remote I/O systems 
 HART interface solutions
 Wireless solutions 
 Level measurement 
 Purge and pressurization systems 
 Industrial monitors+HMI solutions 
 Explosion protection equipment 
 Solutions with process interfaces 

 Proximity sensors 
 Photoelectric sensors 
 Industrial vision 
 Ultrasonic sensors 
 Rotary encoders 
 Positioning systems 
 Inclination and acceleration sensors 
 AS-Interface 
 Identification systems 
 Logic control units
 Cordsets

your demand. our challenge.


